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Identify & illustrate the object (including material, condition); where is the object now?

Put yourself in the reader’s position: Why is the object worth viewing? 

- help the reader see the work more clearly and through your eyes -- 
CONVINCE THE READER OF A POINT (Thesis)  

- relevance to the larger exhibition  

- comparison to another object, if needed

The Catalogue Entry
450 words MAXIMUM

Formal Analysis of the object
How does the work mean?

Description vs. Analysis:
• description = lists what you see
• analysis = argues a thesis with what 

you see
• include subject, style, iconography

Use abbreviated bibliographic references in text &  
include full bibliography of at least 3 references



Observance of Muharram
Opaque watercolor and 
gold on paper, ca. 1775
India, Hyderabad or Arcot
Edwin Binney 3rd Collection
1990:552

Two horizontal registers depict simultaneous scenes where the artist communicates the appeal across social and religious lines of festivals that occur during Muharram, the 
most significant holy month for the Shi’ite branch of Muslims. The top register shows the veneration of enshrined Muharram banners (‘alam) by the military and political elite. 
The lower register contains a diverse group—ranging from Hindu holy men to children—participating in the exuberant public pageantry.

As early as the 15th century, the Indo-Muslim sultans who ruled territories in the Deccan embraced the Shi’ite branch of Islam as the official religion. However, even after this 
region’s annexation in the second half of the 17th century by the Mughals, who adhered to the rival Sunni branch of Islam, the intense and emotionally charged religious festivals 
of Muharram continued to be supported and celebrated. (AP)





Architectural Documentation
450 words

Identify & ILLUSTRATE the building: where, when, “who”

Why is this building interesting to you??

- describe WHOLE building, e.g. general shape, material of construction;  
THEN point out noteworthy specifics, e.g. tilework, dome

What regional precedents does the structure follow, historical “Islamic”, 
contemporary, or both??? 

- if historical “Islamic” elements present, juxtapose with one example from the 
region

- also discuss its similarities/differences with its context: is it distinctive, does it 
stand out or not?

- help the reader understand the building, through your eyes  
- CONVINCE THE READER OF A POINT

- Do you think the building is a successful project, i.e. valuable addition to the 
community AS A BUILDING?

- describe the CONTEXT of the building, e.g. what is around it (open field or urban 
development), what is close by (businesses, residences)

- was it sited purposefully within this context (interviews would be nice...)?

Use abbreviated bibliographic references in text & include full bibliography of at least 3 references



Alhambra, Court of the Lions, mid-14th c.



Land: Prince Abd al-Aziz ibn Fahad ibn Abd al-Aziz al-Saud, Minister of State and Cabinet Member (1993)  
Construction: King Fahd (1995)

King Fahd Mosque, Culver City



King Fahd Mosque, Culver City



King Fahd Mosque, Culver City: Possible Comparisons?

Congregational Mosque
(later, cathedral) 
Cordoba, Spain 
Begun 785



King Fahd Mosque, Culver City: Possible Comparisons?

Mausoleum of Uljeitu 
Khodabanda (r. 
1304-1316).
Sultaniyya, near 
Tabriz.
1313. 



King Fahd Mosque, Culver City: Possible Comparisons?

Congregational 
Mosque (Jami 
Masjid). 
Isfahan, central Iran.
Founded Late 8th 
century; major 
additions/expansions 
in 12th century 
(Saljuq) and onward.



 Style & Iconography

ICONOGRAPHY =  the subject or “content” of a work of art, e.g. painting, 
sculpture, ceramics, metalwork etc.; usually not applicable to architecture as a 
whole

STYLE =  the way in which the subject or “content” was executed, where formal 
elements can be identified (requires description and sometimes comparison with 
other objects to make/clarify a point); applicable to architecture


